GLOBAL MARKET ACCESS WITH STEPTOWORLD

EXPECT MORE

Need to take advantage of global market opportunities with greater speed and confidence? Steptoworld Compliance goes beyond the expected to expand possibilities and help your business succeed. Our team is equipped to help you take full advantage of today's global economy. We leverage vast international experience and close working relationships with national certification bodies worldwide to help you understand and comply with regional and country requirements more quickly and confidently.

Steptoworld’s fast turnaround times and wide network will help you achieve your goals for increased efficiency, speed to market, and market access. Our in-depth knowledge, proven workflow processes, and commitment to world-class service enable us to create a tailored global testing and certification solution.

One-Stop Global Access

Steptoworld Compliance can also help you navigate regional and international requirements and gain approvals required for access to markets world-wide. Our team has the experience necessary to cut through complexity and identify requirements across all of your target international markets. We arrange appropriate testing, prepare complete documentation and manage the entire process on your behalf.

Leveraging Global Connections

Our team includes experts with in-depth knowledge of your product, industry and international requirements. We’ll work closely with you to develop and implement the global testing and certification solution you require, quickly, efficiently and with no surprises. Our longstanding relationships with national certification bodies (NCBs) worldwide allow us to obtain the regional as well as country-by-country approvals you require.

Formal memorandums of understanding with NCBs further help us deliver complete testing and certification services quickly and efficiently, to reduce your time to market.

Export around the World

We can assist you in meeting requirements for product sectors including electrical products, explosive-protected products, telecom products and gas appliances in countries including:

- Argentina – IRAM and ENACOM
- Australia/New Zealand – RCM
- Brazil – INMETRO and ANATEL homologation
- Canada – ISED, C-US mark and NRCan
- Cambodia – ISC and MPTC
- China – CCC & CQC mark and SRRC
- Chile – QR code and SUBTEL
- India – BIS registration, WPC, TEC and PESO/CCOE/DGMS
- Indonesia – SNI and SDPPI
- Israel – Type test certificate and MOC letter to custom
- Japan – PSE Diamond and Circle, MIC and Tiis
- Malaysia – SIRIM and MCMC
- Mexico – NOM and IFT homologation
- Morocco – SDoC and ANRT
- Russia – EAC CoC, DoC, FAC
- Saudi Arabia – SALEEM CoC and CITC
- Serbia – Safety and EMC CoC
- Singapore – Safety CoC and IMDA
- South Africa – LoA, SABS, ICASA and IIA CoC
- South Korea – KCC, KRA and KCS
- Taiwan – BSMI, NCC and TS CoC
- UAE – ECAS and TRA
- Ukraine – UkrSepro safety, DSSZ and CoC
- USA – C-US mark, CoC, DoE and FCC
- Vietnam – ICT and MiC
- Yemen – G mark and MTIT
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